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Richly illustrated, sweetly written book answers the question: â€œWhat makes a robot tick?â€• What

makes a robot tick?Â  Hereâ€™s a hint:Â  Itâ€™s not what you think.Â  The Robot Book teams richly

drawn illustrations and a whole lot of heart in a sturdy, toddler-friendly board book that will charm

both little ones and their parents.Â  It's the perfect way for kids to learn that it's what's on the inside

that really counts. NOTE:To avail product with pinning and gliding gears and other moving parts

please order this ISBN:0740797255

Board book: 12 pages
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... an elegantly simple design with care paid to every detail.Â (Publishers Weekly)

Accord Publishing

It's extremely unfortunate that  does not make it clear that the hardcover book has the moving parts

and the board book does not. I ordered the board book as a gift for a friend and it was missing the

fun moving parts; that's the whole reason I ordered this for a friend, because my son loves the

moving so much!

First of all, this book does not have any moving parts as some of the reviewers state theirs did.



Maybe that's the hardcover that has moving parts, but if you buy the board book, there are no

moving parts. I didn't see this specified clearly anywhere on the listing, so I don't know if the

hardcover has moving parts, I'm just assuming it must since it's either that or the board book.The art

is beautiful and my daughter loves robots. But I'm really disappointed in the complete lack of story

here. The entire text of the book is: A robot is made of so many parts...one mouth, a pair of eyes,

and two arms. But a robot is more than just a pile of parts. It's what's inside that makes him

tick.That's the whole book. Boooring. I'd rather have had a cute story illustrating that this robot is

"more than just a pile of parts." And I get sick and tired of the default human or robot or duck or pig

in all of these children's stories being a male. That's BS.

The story does not match the artistry. The pictures are beautifully drawn and the story is boring and

written for a level of comprehension that children that age wouldn't be interested in robots in the first

place. The story needed to be more engaging and actually have a story line. My son was bored with

it the first time we read it and we haven't read it since. He is an avid reader and found this book

boring.

This book should not be offered on Kindle...unless it is free.I downloaded this book in a rush, and

when i went to read it to my grandson, I thought it was a joke...$3 for 4 pages. Big waste. Probably a

fine book to purchase in a traditional book form, but a big waste for the iPad.I want my $2.

For $4.89, you would think you were getting an actual book. While it is thicker than paper, it is the

thinnest board book I've purchased. And, there is no story; it just has a few words per page. Highly

disappointed.

We saw this book in a bookstore and new we had to have it. Of course, it was much cheaper on

.The book is a great way for a child to interact with a book. There are a good variety of gears that

your child will have to figure out how it works. Our son is 16 months and he really enjoys this book.

He still hasn't quite figured out all of the movements yet, but he is slowly getting it.The book we got

is great quality. It is made of a nice and sturdy material. It can definitely hold up to most of what a

child will do to books (rough flipping of pages, dropping it, sucking on it, etc.) The prints themselves

look good and are fairly detailed. We are happy with this purchase.

Book is paper and has none of the cool moving parts the same book we saw at the bookstore had.



It was written to be a senses building book for children, by recreating this book without all the fun

moveable gears ruins the entire book IMO

I liked this book in that it was interactive for my kids to move the bolts and arms, etc... But I was

hoping for a few more pages. It covered the robots eyes, mouth, arms,and then "insides". My 2.5

year old was more interested than my 5 year old who is into robots. Some of the gears were hard to

turn, so I had to help. Liked the moral, but wouldn't necessarily buy if I had to again.
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